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Abstract

In this paper, we present a new approach to recognizing hand signs. In this approach, motion
recognition (the hand movement) is tightly coupled with spatial recognition (hand shape). The
system uses multiclass, multidimensional discriminant analysis to automatically select the most
discriminating linear features for gesture classi cation. A recursive partition tree approximator is
proposed to do classi cation. This approach combined with our previous work on hand segmentation forms a new framework which addresses the three key aspects of hand sign interpretation:
the hand shape, the location, and the movement. The framework has been tested to recognize 28
di erent hand signs. The experimental results show that the system achieved a 93.2% recognition
rate for test sequences that have not been used in the training phase. It is shown that our approach
provides better performance than the nearest neighbor classi cation in the eigen-subspace.
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1 Introduction
The ability to interpret hand gestures is essential for computer systems to interact with human
users in a natural way. In this paper, we present a new vision-based framework which allows
a computer to interact with users through hand signs. Our experimental setup is described as
follows. We put a video camera on the top of a computer. The user faces the camera while
performing hand signs. We assume an indoor environment where the lighting is xed.
Since its rst known dictionary was printed in 1856 [9], American Sign Language (ASL) is
widely used in the deaf community as well as by the handicapped people who are not deaf [6].
The general hand sign interpretation needs a broad range of contextual information, general
knowledge, cultural background and linguistic capabilities, which are beyond our capabilities
now. In our current research, we select twenty-eight di erent signs from [7] as shown in
Fig. 1 for experiments. These hand signs have following characteristics: 1) they represent a
wide variation of hand shapes; 2) they include a wide variation of motion patterns; 3) these
hand signs are performed by one hand; 4) recognition of these signs can be done without
using contextual information. The gestures which require the hand to perform in a certain
environment or to point to a speci c object are excluded.
In the linguistic description of ASL, Stokoe used a structural linguistic framework to analyze sign formation [36]. He de ned three \aspects" that were combined simultaneously in
the formation of a particular sign - what acts, where it acts, and the act. These three aspects translate into building blocks that linguists describe - the hand shape, the location, and
the movement. There are two major components in our framework to deal with above three
building blocks. We developed a prediction-and-veri cation scheme to locate hands from complex backgrounds. The spatiotemporal recognition component combines motion understanding
(movement) with spatial recognition (hand shape) in an uni ed framework.

2 Relation to Previous Work
Recently, there has been a signi cant amount of research on vision-based hand gesture recognition ( see [24] for a survey). A vision-based approach acquires visual information of a gesture
using a single video camera or a pair of cameras.
The existing approaches typically include two parts, modeling hands and analysis of hand
motion. Models of the human hand include three dimensional (3-D) models (e.g., Downton &
Drouet [18] and Etoh et al [21]: generalized cylindrical model; Kuch & Huang [29]: NURBS-
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Figure 1: The twenty eight di erent signs used in the experiment. (1) sign of \angry"; (2) \any"; (3) \boy";
(4) \yes"; (5) \cute"; (6) \ ne"; (7) \funny"; (8) \girl"; (9) \happy"; (10) \hi"; (11) \high"; (12) \hot"; (13)
\later"; (14) \low"; (15) \no"; (16) \nothing"; (17) \of course"; (18) \ok"; (19) \parent"; (20) \pepper"; (21)
\smart"; (22) \sour"; (23) \strange"; (24) \sweet"; (25) \thank you"; (26) \thirsty"; (27) \welcome"; (28)
\wrong" (Bornstein and Saulnier 1989).
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based hand model), the region-based model (e.g., Darrell & Pentland [16], Bobick & Wilson [5],
and Cui et. al. [13]), 2-D shape models (e.g., Starner & Pentland [35]: elliptic shape models;
Cho & Dunn [11]: line segments shape model; Kervrann & Heitz [26] and Blake & Isard [4]:
contour shape model), and ngertip models (e.g., Cipolla et al [12] and Davis & Shah [19]).
For generality, our hand model is based on 2-D hand appearance, which takes into account
both shape and hand texture and allows hand self-occlusion.
Di erent models for hand require di erent models for hand motion. A system which uses
a 3-D hand model may explicity parameterize 3-D hand kinematics (e.g. [29]), but reliably
estimating 3-D motion parameters is very dicult. For a system which uses a two dimensional
hand model, the motion can be described as two dimensional rotation, translation and scaling
in the image plane [26]. The trajectory of each ngertip can also be used to to represent the
motion of a hand [19]. Explicitly modeling both global motion and local motion is possible
but estimating the parameters of these explicit models are again very dicult. To use as
much information as possible, our global motion model is implicit, represented as a motion
vector in what is called attention vector to be explained in the next section. The local motion
information is also implicitly coded into the attention vector.
The vision-based approach is one of the most unobtrusive ways which enable users to
interact with computers in a natural fashion. However, it faces several challenges. Among
them, the task of segmenting a moving hand from sometimes complex backgrounds is perhaps
the most dicult one. For this reason, many current systems rely on markers or marked gloves
(e.g. [12, 19, 35]). In situations where gesture can be distinguished by the trajectory of a
hand, modeling concerns the 2-D trajectory while the hand is modeled as a point (e.g.,[3]
[41]). Others methods that do use hand shape more typically assume uniform backgrounds
(e.g. [5, 13, 16]). Recently, Moghaddam and Pentland [31] used a maximum likelihood decision
rule based on the estimated probability density of the hand and its 2D contour to detect hands
from intensity images. The major characteristics of our work lies in 1) dealing with a large
number of detailed hand shapes; 2) dealing with complex background, and 3) using shape,
motion, and segmentation in a tightly integrated framework. We use a quick indexing scheme
to learn a large number of hand shapes. The segmentation scheme in our framework uses
subimages from multiple xations. The search for a valid segmentation is predicted by the
training samples and veri ed by a learning-based interpolation scheme. By coupling motion
information with spatial information, we do not separate the hand modeling and the motion
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recognition into two di erent processes, in order to fully use the two types information in an
integrated classi cation stage.

3 Overview of the Approach
A hand gesture is a spatiotemporal event. Such a spatiotemporal event involves an object of
interest and the motion of the object. The movement of the object (the hand) can be further
decomposed into two components: global and local motions. The global motion captures the
motion of the entire hand. The local motion could be the motion of ngers or changes of the
hand shape, e.g. from palm to st.

3.1 A three-stage framework
video

Stage 1: sequence acquisition
image sequence

Stage 2: hand segmentation
attention vector
Global
motion
vector

Stage 3: sign recognition

recognition result

Figure 2: The three-stage framework for spatiotemporal event recognition

In this paper, we propose a three-stage framework for the spatiotemporal event recognition, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The rst stage, sequence acquisition, acquires image sequences
representing the event. Here, we assume that a hand sign starts and ends with a static hand.
Then a simple image di erence method is capable of detecting the rst and the last images in
a hand sign image sequence. We map this temporal window (from start to end) to a standard
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temporal length (e.g., 5 frames) to form what is called motion clip. In a motion clip, only the
temporal dimension is normalized.
The second stage is attention selection and object segmentation. This is one of the major
diculties faced by any vision-based handsign recognition system. At this stage, the system
uses motion information to roughly locate the hand in the image frame. A new predictionand-veri cation segmentation scheme was used to segment detailed hands from complex background. In the training phase, the system learns the mapping from many local partial views
of a hand (that does not include background) to the correct contour of the hand. In the performance phase, this mapping enables the system to predict the contour of a hand from each
partial view of a hand detected mainly from motion information. The predicted contour is
then used to mask the hand region from the input frame. The resulting hand region is used
to verify whether it is a learned hand. This learning-based prediction-and-veri cation enables
the system to segment learned hands of very complex shapes from complex background. Due
to the page limit, we are not able to include the segmentation algorithm into this paper. The
reader is referred to [14] and [15].
Input image

Hand window

Extract the hand

Attention image

scale to attention
window

Figure 3: The illustration of constructing attention images.

After the second stage, the object of interest in each image of the sequence is segmented
and mapped to an image of a standard xed size. We call it attention image. Fig. 3 gives
an illustration of constructing an attention image. Segmented attention images at di erent
times form a standard spatiotemporal attention sequence, in which both temporal and spatial
dimensions are normalized. The global motion information of the hand is placed in a global
motion vector G, which records the size and the position information in the original image. G
2 ? r 1 ; c2 ? c 1 ; r 2 ? r 1 ; c2 ? c 1 ; r 2 ? r 1 ; c2 ? c 1 ;    ; r p ?
is de ned as G = (rul2 ? rul1 ; c2ul ? c1ul ; rur
ur ur ur ll ll ll ll lr lr lr lr
ul
p
p
p
p
p
1
1
p
1
p
1
1
1
1
1
i
rul ; cul ? cul ; rur ? rur ; cur ? cur ; rll ? rll ; cll ? cll; rlr ? rlr ; clr ? clr ), where rul is row number of
the upper-left corner of the ith attention image in the original ith image and ciul is column
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number of the upper-left corner of the ith attention image in the original ith image. Overall,
there are four corners, namely, ul is upper-left, ur is upper-right, ll is lower-left, and lr is
lower-right. This vector is necessary because once the object is segmented and mapped to a
attention sequence with a standard spatiotemporal size, the global motion information is lost.
For each attention image g with m rows and n columns into an (mn)-dimensional vector.
For example, the set of image pixels fg(i; j ) j 0  i < m; 0  j < ng can be written as a vector
V = (v1; v2;    ; vd) where vmi+j = g(i; j ) and d = mn. Note that although pixels in an image
are lined up to form a 1-D vector V this way, the 2-D neighborhood information between pixels
will be characterized by the scatter matrix of V to be discussed later. Let p be the standard
temporal length and fi be the hand attention image corresponding to the frame i. Then we
create a new vector X, called the attention vector, which is concatenation segmented attention
images and the global motion vector G,

X = (V1; V2; :::; Vp; G):

(1)

3.2 Processing the attention vector
The third stage, which is the major focus of this paper, is to recognize the spatiotemporal
event from the attention vector. The appearance-based mechanism, which has been successfully
applied to the pixel-array of intensity images, is extended to the attention vector, which includes
not only multiple image frames, but also other information such as the global motion vector
G. In other words, we apply powerful statistical tools directly to attention vectors so that
they can adaptively decide which components are more important than others and how to
weight each component appropriately and automatically for statistical classi cation. This
belongs to what is now called appearance-based approach [27] [38] [32] [37]. This type of
approach is characterized by applying statistical tools directly to image vectors to automatically
derive features instead of relying a human designer to manually de ne features. Thus, the
automatically derived features do not just characterize local features but also global ones,
depending on the size of the image window to which the appearance-based approach is applied.
An automatic hand gesture recognition system accepts an input attention vector X and
outputs the recognition result C which indicates the class to which X belongs. Thus, a recognition system can be denoted by a function f that maps each element in the space of X to an
element in the space of C. Our objective of constructing a recognition system is equivalent to
approximating function f : S 7! C by another function f^ : S 7! C . The error of an approx-
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imation can be indicated by certain measure of the error f^ ? f . One such measure is the L2
norm:
Z
E (f^ ? f )2 =
(f^(X) ? f (X))2dF (X)
X 2S

where F (X) is the probability distribution function X in S . In other words, f^ can defer a lot
from f in parts where X never occurs, without a ecting the error measure. Another measure
is the pointwise absolute error kf^(X) ? f (X)k for any point X in S 0, where S 0  S is a subset
of S that is of interest to a certain problem.
Of course, f is typically high-dimensional and highly complex. A powerful method of
constructing f^ is to use learning. Speci cally, a series of cases is acquired as the learning data
set:
L = f(Xi; f (Xi)) j i = 1; 2;    ; ng:
Then, the learning task is to construct f^ based on L. For notational convenience, the sample
points in L is denoted by X (L):

X (L) = fXi j i = 1; 2;    ; ng:

(2)

X (L) should be drawn from the real situation so that the underlying distribution of X (L) is
as close to the real distribution as possible.
One popular solution to approximating f is to use the nearest neighbor approximator in
the eigenspace based on Karhunen-Loeve projection [30]. We refer the top k (k  1) features
extracted by Karhunen-Loeve projection as the most expressive features (MEFs) [13] because
their power in approximating sample images using a relatively small number of basis vectors
[27]. The approach which uses the nearest neighbor approximator in the MEF space has
been applied to the problems of face recognition [38]. There are other approximator in the
MEF space, such as using manifold for 3D object recognition [32]. The features extracted by
Karhunen-Loeve projection, in general, are not the best ones for classi cation, because the
features that describe some major variations in the class are typically irrelevant to how the
subclasses are divided as illustrated in Fig. 4.
In this paper, we use the multiclass, multivariate discriminant analysis [25, 39] to select
the most discriminating features (MDF's). In the MDF space, we build a recursive partition
tree to approximate the function f . The details of the algorithm are in the following section.
We also show the convergence property of our new recursive partition tree approximator. Our
experiments demonstrated a better performance of the recursive partition tree approximator
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Figure 4: A 2D illustration of the most discriminating features (MDF). The MDF is projection along z1 . The
Karhunen-Loeve projection along y1 can not separate the three classes indicated by three di erent symbols.

in the MDF space than the nearest neighbor approximator in the MEF subspace computed
using the principal component analysis (PCA).

4 Approximation Using Recursive Partition Tree in the MDF Space
The multiclass, multivariate discriminant analysis [25, 39] is used to derive the features in this
paper. The discriminant analysis is characterized as follows: one has two types of multivariate
observations. The rst, called training samples, are those whose class identity are known.
The second type, referred to as test samples, consists of observations for which class identity
are unknown and which have to be assigned to one of the class. The discriminant analysis
consists of two stages. The rst stage, concerned solely with the training samples, is to nd a
representation of these observations so as to, in some sense, clearly separate the groups. The
second stage is concerned with assigning the test samples to one of the speci c class.

4.1 The Most Discriminating Features (MDF)
We use the multiclass, multivariate linear discriminant analysis (LDA). Suppose samples of Y
are m-dimensional random vectors from c classes. The ith class has a probability pi , a mean
vector mi and a scatter matrix i . The within-class scatter matrix is de ned by

Sw =

Xc p E f(Y ? m )(Y ? m )tj! g = Xc p  :
i=1

i

i

i

i

i=1

i i

(3)
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The between-class scatter matrix is

c
X
Sb = pi (mi ? m)(mi ? m)t;
(4)
i=1
where the grand mean m is de ned as m = E Y = Pc pi Mi. The mixture scatter matrix is
i=1

the covariance matrix of all the samples regardless of their class assignments:

Sm = E f((Y ? m)(Y ? m)tg = Sw + Sb :

(5)

Suppose we use k-dimensional linear features Z = W t Y where W is an m  k rectangular
matrix whose column vectors are linearly independent. The above mapping represents a linear
projection from m-dimensional space to k-dimensional space. The samples Y1; Y2;    ; Yn
are projected to a corresponding set of samples Z1 ; Z2 ;    ; Zn whose within-class scatter, and
between-class scatter matrices are SZ and SZ , respectively. For details of computing W t,
the reader is referred to [23]. We call the feature extracted by the above method the most
discriminating features (MDFs).
w

b

4.2 Curse of dimensionality and the DKL projection
The discriminant analysis procedure breaks down when the within-class scatter matrix Sw
becomes degenerate, which is true in our case due to a high dimension of the input image and
a much smaller number of training samples. We use the DKL projection (short for Discriminant
Karhunen-Loeve projection) [40]. The DKL projection consists of two projections, the rst
is the Karhunen-Loeve projection and the second is LDA projection. In this subspace, which
keeps almost all the variance (the number of MEF is such that 95% or more of variance
in the original image space is kept), the discriminant analysis can be performed since the
degeneracy does not occur. The overall DKL projection can be represented by projection
matrix M t = W tV t where V consists of MEF eigenvectors and W consists of MDF eigenvectors
in the resulting MEF subspace.

4.3 Why MDF
In this section, we show some experimental results to indicate quantitatively how the MEFs
(obtained by the Karhunen-Loeve projection) and the MDF may perform very di erently in
classifying hand signs.
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4.3.1 Clustering e ects

3000

We computed MEF's and MDF's, respectively, using 50 sequences (10 for each signs). These
signs are obtained from di erent subjects and the viewing positions are slightly di erent. Fig.
5 (a) shows the samples in the subspace spanned by the rst two MEFs and Fig. 5 (b) shows
them in the subspace spanned by the rst two MDFs. As clearly shown, in the MEF subspace,
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Figure 5: The di erence between MEF and MDF in representing samples. (a) Samples represented in the

subspace spanned by the rst two MEFs. (b) Samples represented in the subspace spanned by the rst two
MDFs. The numbers in the plot are the class labels of the samples.

samples from a single class spread out widely and samples of di erent classes are not far apart.
In fact, some samples from di erent classes mingle together. However, in the MDF subspace,
samples of each class are clustered more tightly and samples from di erent classes are farther
apart. Thus in the MDF space, a classi cation scheme (such as the nearest neighbor rule)
works more e ectively. Therefore, the MDFs are better in terms of classi cation of signs.

4.3.2 Intuitive meaning of the MDF
In the MDFs, factors that are not related to classi cation are discarded or weighted down,
which is accomplished by minimizing the within-class scatter; factors that are crucial to clas-
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si cation are emphasized, which is achieved by maximizing the between-class scatter. In this
experiment, we show an example to indicate that the MDFs can capture the important geometric features represented as intensity appearance.

Figure 6: Two sample sequences of sign \of course" (left) and \wrong" (right).

In our gesture vocabulary, the image sequences of two signs: \of course" and \wrong"
are visually very similar. Fig. 6 illustrates two sample sequences of the above signs. The
nearest neighbor approximator in MEF generally has diculty to distinguish them, but not the
recursive partition tree approximator in the MDF space. Fig. 7 shows the di erence between
the MEF and the MDF. The left sequence in Fig. 7 is a reconstruction of the sequence \of
course" based on the rst MDF and the right sequence is a reconstruction of the same sequence
using MEFs that retain 95% of the sample variance. We can see that the MEFs are good in
terms of preserving the absolute intensity of images. On the other hand, the rst MDF captures
the feature locations (edges) because it accounts for the major between-sign variation.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: The di erence between the MEF and MDF. (a) Reconstruction based on the rst MDF. (b) Reconstruction based on MEFs. MDFs characterize patterns of edge locations better than MEFs.

4.4 Recursive partition tree
For a complicated problem, a single-level feature space may not be best for a speci c set of
classes as illustrated in 8. A distribution of samples from one hand sign obtained under various
lighting conditions and viewing directions usually is not linearly separable. In order to handle
this situation, we propose a hierarchal structure, represented by a tree. Each node of the
tree represents a new MDF space. This tree also drastically reduces the time complexity of
nding a good match from a larger number of training samples to approximately logarithmic:
O(log(n)) where n is the number of leave nodes.
Our hierarchal structure shares many common characteristics with the well known tree
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Figure 8: The distributions of class \1" and \2". A single level MDF space can not separate these two classes

using a single hyperplane. The hierarchical classi cation tree partitions regions into unions of simpler regions
whose boundaries are piecewise hyperplanes.

classi ers and the regression trees in the mathematics community [8], the hierarchical clustering
techniques in the pattern recognition community [20, 25] and the decision trees or induction
trees in the machine learning community [33]. The major di erences between our tree and
those traditional trees are:
1. Our method automatically derives features directly from training images, while all the
traditional trees work on a human pre-selected set of features.
2. The traditional trees either (a) at each internal node, search for a partition of the corresponding samples to minimize a cost function (e.g., ID3 [33] and clustering trees [25]), or
(b) simply select one of the remaining unused features as the splitter (e.g., the k-d tree).
Option (a) results in an exponential complexity that is way too computationally expensive for learning from high-dimensional input like images. Option (b) implies selecting
each pixel as a feature, which simply does not work for image inputs (in the statistics
literature, it generates what is called a dishonest tree [8]). Our tree directly computes
the most discriminating features (MDF), using the Fisher's multi-class, multi-dimensional
linear discriminant analysis [20, 23, 39], for recursive space partitioning at each internal
node.

4.4.1 Construction of recursive partition tree
The algorithm of constructing a recursive partition tree is illustrated as follows.
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Given a set of n training samples X = fX1;    ; Xng
if X belong to more than one classes, then
1) Compute the DKL projection matrix.
2) Project Xi into the DKL space, denoted as Yi.
3) Select an radius r, such that there are k samples
fY10 ;    ; Yk0 g in Y
where 1 < k < T and for any i 6= j , kYi0 ? Yj0 k > r;
T is the maximum number of branches;
4) For each Yi0 , we have a subset Ci = fXmg,
the partition cell for Yi0 . That is,
any j 6= i, and its corresponding Ym ,
kYm ? Yj0 k > kYm ? Yi0 k.
5) Recursively partition each Ci as above
until Ci consists of samples from a single class.

end if

The graphic description in Fig. 9 gives an simpli ed but intuitive explanation of the
hierarchical structure. The structure is a tree. The root corresponds to the entire space of all
the possible inputs. The children of the root partition the space into large cells, as shown by
thick lines in Fig. 9. The children of a parent subdivide the parent's cell further into smaller
cells, and so on. As indicated in Fig. 9, although the MDF is a linear feature (hyperplane
as the separator), the tree structure enables the nonlinear classi cation boundary by using
piecewise linear boundary segments.

4.4.2 Approximation for recognition
During the construction of our tree, the MDF's are computed locally. For each subregion
Pi;j , we obtain DKL projection matrices Vi;j and Wi;j and mean vector Mi;j based on the
training samples within Pi;j , where Vi;j is the projection matrix to the MEF space and Wi;j
is the projection matrix to the MDF space as de ned previously. The leaves of the partition
tree correspond to the regions which contain the training samples from a single class. The
approximator uses the following decision rule to classify the query attention vector X to the
class of a leaf cell.

De nition 1 Given a training set of attention vectors L = fF1; F2;    ; Fng the corresponding
recursive partition tree does the following for any query attention vector X. If the current level
is not a leaf, the recursive partition tree approximator (RPTA) selects the cell with center Ci
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Figure 9: A 2-D illustration of a recursive partition tree. The samples surrounded by circles or rectangulars
are the centers of the subregions. Left: the partition. Right: the corresponding recursive partition tree.

for recursive label assignment, where for any other cell with center Cj , we have Rd (X; Ci ) <
Rd (X; Cj ). If the current level is a leaf node, the RPTA designates the label of the leaf to the
query X.

Since each local cell node of RPTA has its own DKL projection, in order to properly compare
the distance across di erent subspaces, we use a measurement called Mixture Distance (Rd ).

De nition 2 Let C be the center of the region P , V be the projection matrix to the MEF

space and W be the projection matrix from the MEF space to the MDF space. The Mixture
Distance (MD) from a query X attention vector of the center C is de ned as follows.

q

Rd(X; C ) = kX ? V V t Xk2 + kMM t C ? MM t Xk2;

(6)

where M t = W t V t .

Intuitively, what is being measured can be seen in Fig. 10. In Fig. 10, the original image
space is a 3D space, the MEF space is a 2D subspace, and the MDF space is 1D subspace
since two classes are well separated along the rst MDF vector. The rst term kX ? V V t Xk2
in equation (6) is the distance from X to the MEF space which indicates how well the MEF
subspace represents the query vector X. This term is necessary since it is entirely possible that
a query vector that is far away from a particular cell's MEF subspace would project very near
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to the cell's center. The second term kMM t C ? MM t Xk2 indicates the distance between the
MDF components of the query vector and the MDF components of the center vector in the
original image space.
X

MEF 1

t
VV X
MDF 1

C2
Class A

C1
Class
B
t t
VW W V X

MEF 2

Figure 10: Illustration of components in the Mixture Distance in a 3D original space.

4.5 Convergence of the Approximators
An important issue to study here is how well the above approximators can approximate a
function f . Its answer is closely related to the way samples are generated for the learning set
L. In this section, we show that our recursive partition tree approximator converges correctly
pointwise in probability and thus, there is no local minima problem that is typical with a local
search method.
Due to a high complexity and undetermined nature of the way in which a learning set L
is drawn from the real world, it is e ective to consider that X (L), the set of samples in S ,
is generated randomly. We know that a xed L is a special case of random L in that the
probability distribution is concentrated at the single location. Thus, we consider X in X (L)
as a random sample from S . The learning set L is generated by acquiring samples from S with
a d-dimensional probability distribution function F (X).

De nition 3 A point X0 2 S is positively supported if for any  > 0 we have P fkX ? X0k 
g > 0, where P feg denotes the probability of the event e.
If S consists of a nite number of discrete points, a point X in P is positively supported
means that the probability of selecting X as a sample is not a zero-probability event. If S
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consists of in nitely many points, a point X in P is positively supported means that in any small
neighborhood centered at X, the probability of selecting any point in the neighborhood is not
a zero-probability event. In practice, we are not interested in cases that almost never appears
in a real-world application. An approximate function f^ can assume any value in subregions
of S that will never be used in the application, without hurting the real performance of the
system. Thus, we just need to investigate how well the approximation can do at points X's
that are positively supported.

De nition 4 A vector X0 is positively supported by its class in a region SM if for any  > 0,
we have P fX j X and X0 belong to the same class and X 2 SM g= > 0.
Given a recursive partition tree RPT, constructed from a training set L of size n, each
query X0 is projected into a subspace at the corresponding leaf node ln with a projection
matrix Mn = Wnt Vnt , where n denotes the size of the training set. Typically, the larger the
number n, the smaller the probability for leaf ln to receive samples from more than one class,
since the tree partitions the space S into ner and ner cells each represented by a leaf node
which corresponds to samples from a single class. This is not true if regions of each class has
a fractal structure, which is generally not the case in practice.

Theorem 1 Suppose that a querying vector X0 is positively supported by its class in the region
SM of the corresponding leaf node ln, for all sucient large n. Then, given any small number
 > 0, there is a number N > 0, so that as long as we independently draw n > N learning samples, the approximator f^n determined by the recursive partition tree has the following
property:

P ff^n(X0) 6= f (X0)g < :

Note that we consider an RPT as a hierarchical partition for the underlying class boundaries.
The proof is presented in Appendix A. This theorem means that the RPT can classify the class
of any point X0 with any arbitrary high P = 1 ?  probability, as long as we have a suciently
large training set, given the conditions are satis ed.

5 Experimental Results
The framework has been applied to recognize the twenty eight di erent signs as illustrated in
the Fig. 1. The image sequences were obtained while subjects were performing hand signs in
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front of a video camera. Since each subject stands roughly the same position related to the
camera, the variation of hand size in images is limited. Two di erent lighting conditions were
used. In the current implementation, each hand sign was represented by ve images sampled
from the video. Figure 11 shows several examples of these sequences.

5.1 Hand segmentation
The method and results of segmentation of hands from complex backgrounds is presented in
[14]. Fig. 12 shows some segmentation results.

5.2 Recognition of Hand Sign
The segmentation result was used as the input for sign recognition. The problem is now how
to deal with the sequences which has some images that have been rejected by the segmentation
routine. In this case, we still output those sequences because there are still good chances that
they can be recognized if only one or two images in the sequences are rejected while the rest
of them are ne. The number of images used in the training is 3300 (660 sequences). The
number of testing images is 805 (161 sequences).

5.2.1 Results of the nearest neighbor approximator in the MEF space
For comparison purpose, we show some experimental results to indicate the performance of
the nearest neighbor approximator in the MEF space. We computed MEF's using 660 training
sequences. Fig. 14 shows top 10 MEF's.
The number of MEF's was selected based on the variation ratio r = Pmi=1 i= Pni=1 i,
between the explained variance Pmi=1 i and the total variance Pni=1 i, where i is the ith
largest eigenvalue [13]. Table 1 shows the number of MEF's corresponding to the variation
ratio.
Table 1: The number of MEF's vs. the variation ratio

The variation ratio The number of MEF's
10%
1
20%
2
40%
6
80%
48
95%
125
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Figure 11: Eight sample sequences. From top to bottom, they represent the signs \happy", \hot", \nothing",
\parent", \pepper", \smart", \welcome", and \yes", respectively
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Figure 12: The results of the segmentation are shown after masking o the background.

Fig. 13 shows the performance of the nearest neighbor approximator under the di erent
variation ratios. The performance rst improves when the ratio r increases. Then, at the point
r = 0:4, the performance saturates at the recognition rate 87.0%.

5.2.2 Time of the nearest neighbor query
The nearest neighbor problem which is also known as the post-oce problem [28] has been
studied extensively in the past. There are ecient query algorithms O(log n) for two- or
three- dimensional cases [10, 17]. However, there is still a lack of ecient solutions for the
dimensionality higher than three. k-d tree based nearest neighbor algorithms have been widely
used in computer vision [2, 42]. k-d trees are extremely versatile and ecient to use in low
dimensional cases. However, the performance degrades exponentially in high dimensional cases.
R-tree and its variants [22, 34, 1] have similar performance of nearest neighbor searches in high
dimensions. In [14], we present an ecient algorithm which uses a hierarchical quasi-Voronoi
diagram to search for the nearest neighbor.
Table 2 shows average computation time for each sequence on the SGI INDIGO 2. The
time was obtained based on the two di erent nearest neighbor query approaches, namely, the
linear search and the hierarchical quasi-Voronoi diagram in [14]. As shown in the gure, the
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Figure 13: Performance of the nearest neighbor approximator in the MEF space. The performance is given
as a function of the number of MEF's used.

use of the hierarchical quasi-Voronoi diagram approach dramatically shortens the query time.
Table 2: Time of two nearest neighbor query approaches

Variation ratio Time (sec., linear) Time (sec., hierarchical)
0.1
1.39
0.021
0.2
1.56
0.026
0.4
1.87
0.034
0.6
7.28
0.140
0.95
10.64
0.266

5.2.3 Result of the recursive partition tree approximator in the MDF space
In this experiment, 660 training sequences were used to build a recursive partition tree. The
size of each attention image is 32  32, and the length of a sequence is 5. So the dimension of
the attention vector is 5  32  32+4  8 (global motion vector) = 5248. We used 95% variation
ratio for MEF, so the dimension for MEF space is 125 as shown in Table 5.2.2. Top 10 MDF
is used to construct the tree. For each region represented by a nonterminal node, we selected
an adaptive radius r as de ned in Section 4.4 to split the region into subregions. Given r for
a nonterminal region, we get k > 1 training samples and the distance between each pair of
these k samples is greater than r. These k samples were the centers to generate the next level
partition. The distance here is the Euclidean distance in the MDF space corresponding to the
region. Fig. 15 shows the top 10 MDF's at the root level. If we compare the MDF's in Fig.
15 with the MEF's in Fig. 14, it seems that the top MDF's capture feature locations (edges)
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(MEF 1)

(MEF 2)

(MEF 3)

(MEF 4)

(MEF 5)

(MEF 6)

(MEF 7)

(MEF 8)

(MEF 9)

(MEF 10)
Figure 14: Top ten MEF's

since the intensity transitions are faster in Fig. 15 than in Fig. 14.
Table 3: Summary of the experimental data for RPTA

Training
Testing
Number of
Number of
training samples 660 (3300 images) testing sequences
161 (805 images)
Height of
Recognition
the tree
7
rate
93.2% (87% for MEF)
Number of
Time per
nodes
90
sequence (sec.)
0.63

Once we have created the recursive partition tree, we used it to recognize the sign. As
we did in the experiments for the nearest neighbor approximator in the MEF space. The
segmentation result was used as the input for sign recognition. The results are summarized in
Table 3. The correct recognition rate of 161 testing sequences is 93.2% which is better than the
recognition rate (87.0%) of the nearest neighbor approximator in the MEF space. The average
recognition time per sequence is 0.63 second on the SGI INDIGO 2. The time is longer than
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(MDF 1)

(MDF 2)

(MDF 3)

(MDF 4)

(MDF 5)

(MDF 6)

(MDF 7)

(MDF 8)

(MDF 9)

(MDF 10)
Figure 15: Top ten MDF's

the time (0.27 seconds) of nearest neighbor approximator when the quasi-Voronoi diagram is
used in the query. This is because each nonterminal node in the recursive partition tree has
its own version of DKL projection matrices, each requires a projection, whereas in the case of
the nearest neighbor approximator, we only need one projection to the MEF space.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a new approach to recognizing hand signs. In our approach,
motion understanding (the hand movement) is tightly coupled with spatial recognition (hand
shape). To achieve a high applicability and adaptability to various conditions, we do not impose
priori features that the system must use, but rather the system automatically derives features
from images during learning using the principle of multiclass, multidimensional discriminant
analysis. The recursive partition tree guarantees that the best subset features are selected to
distinguish the speci c subset classes. This approach combined with our previous work on the
hand segmentation forms a new framework which addresses three key aspects of the hand sign
interpretation, that is, the hand shape, the location, and the movement. The framework has
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been tested to recognize 28 di erent hand signs. The experimental results have shown that
the system achieved a 93.2% recognition rate. It is shown that our approach provides better
performance than the nearest neighbor classi cation in the PCA subspace.
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Appendix A
Proof of Theorem 1. Consider the samples in SM . They all fall into the same leaf node as X0.
Let Ei be the event that the ith sample in X(Li) does not belong to the class of X0. Let Dn
be the event that Ei is true for all i = 1; 2;    ; n. In other words, Dn is the event that X0 is
misclassi ed: no desired sample goes into SM .

P ff^n(X0) 6= f (X0)g = P fDng
Yn P fE g
=
i
=

(7)

i=1
n

Y(1 ? )

i=1

= (1 ? )n
where  = P fX j X and X0 belong to the same class, and X 2 SM g > 0 as in the de nition
for X0 to be positively supported by its class in SM . Since  is not a function of n and samples
are independently drawn, we have (1 ? )n ! 1. Thus, there is N > 0, such that when n > N ,

P ff^n(X0) 6= f (X0)g < :
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